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1: Awakening the Christ Consciousness
"Christ consciousness" is a term which means different things to different people. Some use it to mean the same as an
ascended being, such as an ascended master or such as us after Ascension.

The Practice by Chester Messenger The following information is presented as a practice I synthesized over the
years. Once I did, I got spectacular results! I asked my master long ago what was I supposed to practice. The
most important part of this is that Zen Sabbath is actually 5 spiritual paths fused together. I told my Master I
refused to teach others until I proved it works. That discussion occured ten years ago. I have proved to myself
it works and now have no qualms letting you know what it is. For years I have had the ability to achieve
anything I want or to get anything I want. I sometimes forget that others do not have this knowlege. I share the
secret here not as a way to make you rich and famous or even just rich. Even though it could make you rich
and famous, but if your goal is Christ Consiousness, using the practice to make you rich is the exact opposite
of what you are trying to achieve. However, if you take the same principals of success that allow people to
become rich and famous and apply it to achieving Christ Consciousness, Buddha Consciousness, Enlightment,
[insert phrase you like better here] and you will achieve your spiritual goal. Seek first the Kingdom of God
and the rest will be added unto you. You have to practice harmony of actions, thoughts and will. By making
every action, thought and deed harmonious to your objective, they enhance each other similiar to the effect on
the oceans known as rogue waves. Anytime you can get 7 actions, thoughts and habits to all harmonise on a
specific goal, it is inevitable. The goal will be reached. How soon depends on the goal being achieved. When
you can "SEE" in your minds eye exactly what you are trying to manifest you have done the hardest part. The
easiest way to do it is to write it down as if it was already a reality. A short mantra you can make your
everyday language will work as a reminder for you all day. Mine is when asked how I am doing I pause and
thoughtfully say, "I am calm and centered. I have the ability to "SEE" in my mind exactly what a perfect
Chester would do, act like, and be. The perfect Chester is a calm, kind being who helps others around him
without prejudice. This perfect Chester has a motto: By describing and affirming what habits, practices,
beliefs, actions and character I should and can have, I manifest it. I am not perfect at it yet but I am habitually
trying every day to become that kind of person. Whether it is the desire to someday own a s VDB lincoln
wheat cent in mint condition, or to have a loving life partner you can love and cherish for a lifetime, or even to
achieve omniscient buddhahood. Besides, where would you put it all. But even more than things is your own
character. Vision and desire are not enough. The next step is to learn everything you can about what it is you
are trying to manifest in your life. I bought at least 15 books about dating and relationships. Barbara De
Angelis wrote the most informative books that helped me the most. In my case, it really was a miracle. Tghis
is how I know the 7 harmonic practices work. Now, since I want to become an omniscient buddha, I have
became an expert on the subject and am practicing the 7 harmonious techniques in order to achieve it. You
have to do your part. I call it giving GOD something to work with. It is called Effort. The energy to manifest
your reality comes from your personal effort to make it so. In this case you actually do whatever you must to
accomplish your objective. So, if you have to post 1, resumes to get the job you want, you post 1, resumes.
The efort you put into achieving your miracle is what makes the knowledge, desire and vision turn into reality.
This is a essential part of manifesting reality. Faith is not belief, it is a knowing. To achieve a doubtless state
about the reality you are manifesting, is to be as certain it will come to pass as you are certain the sun will rise
in the east tommrow morning. Expect it and it will happen. This is the most important part. Intention is a
focused form of mind energy and can literally change your life as you make your dreams into reality. Last but
not least, The six mentioned before must be done habitually and constantly. You do it every day until it is
reality. Then you do everything to maintain your reality. It must become habit to do all six all the time or it
like a cloud that shaded you yesterday but is no longer here. To not be habitual is to just be wishful. To be
habitual is to give the reality you desire inertia to bring it into form. It begins with the Sabbath.
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2: Higher consciousness - Wikipedia
The Transformative Power of the Christ Consciousness This transformative power of the Christ Consciousness is
awakened as individuals act in accord with the pattern set by the example of Jesus' life. In fact, this awakening is the
essential purpose for which each soul enters into life: In terms of how this Christ Consciousness could unfold in.

You must be logged in to post a comment. People are looking for gifts that will truly show how much they
love. The beauty, ancient history, meaning and art is compelling. Go here to learn more. Spiritual Jewelry by
Ka Gold The Christ Consciousness pendant is made from a combination of 2 platonic solid shapes - the
dodecahedron 12 five sided facets and the icosahedrons 20 triangles. The structure of the Christ Consciousness
pendant creates the third level consciousness grid of the human race, which is an electro magnetic field that
surrounds planet earth and The Gordian Knot pendant symbolizes the idea of unity which binds everything
into one. The Ka Bracelet contains elements from the emerald Tablets and the culture of ancient Egypt. A
translation of the hieroglyphs engraved on the bracelet is: The Merkaba symbol is based on the Prana energy
field and the aura field. It is one of the most powerful symbols in the world. The Merkaba also helps in our
spiritual growth and the connection to the higher self. The Flower of Life can be found in all major religions
of the world. In Egypt, the source of all the mono-theistic religions, the "Flower of Life" can be found in the
ancient Temple of Abydos. Personal Creation pendant contains the geometrical and mathematical patterns of
creation itself as it can be found in nature. The Personal creation shape appeared in the year in Wessex,
England, in a wheat field. The Golden Spiral structure represents two well known sacred geometry shapes: It
is a based on a crop circle shape known as the "Hackpen Hill Formation" that formed in an English wheat field
in Seven Steps to Wholeness Listen folks! Discover the keys to unlimited energy, spiritual ecstasy, divine
love, pranic nourishment, and cell rejuvenation. Imagine living in bliss and uncon-ditional love like never
previously experienced. It is possible by using this information to find enlighten-ment and live in happiness,
perfect health and abundant energy by following the principles outlined in this book. Full-spectrum healing is
now possible by following this unique alkaline water-fasting diet. Go here for amazing fulfillment! How can
one be certain there is an afterlife? Why does mainstream academic science continue to reject the afterlife? Is
there any real scientific proof or evidence that there is life after death? If so, what is the afterlife really like?
Go here to read more and to purchase eBook. Improve your health using modern and traditional herbal
formulas. Law of Attraction Support gives you the guidance and direction you need to help you create your
preferred reality by understanding how the law of attraction works.
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3: Christ Consciousness - Silver
Christ consciousness groups claim that Jesus earned the title "Christ" by perfectly channeling the divine consciousness
we can all attain, and they attempt to attribute this philosophy to the Lord Jesus.

Awaking the Christ Consciousness Awakening Christ Consciousness is an application of a powerful
interdisciplinary understanding of a technology of creativity interlinked through a common set of information
to create health , wealth , inner satisfaction or whatever we desire to create Copyright by K. What is Awaking
the Christ Consciousness Awakening Christ Consciousness is a suggested way as to how one can go about
accessing and experiencing the Christ Consciousness and what one may face from a creativity perspective if
they chose to undertake such a journey. The interest - why a discussion about awakening the Christ
Consciousness For centuries many individuals have been asking for the Consciousness within Christ or as
aspect of this Consciousness to return to or be present in humanity. Some even seek to be able to follow in His
footsteps. Although some seem to achieve such goals, many find achieving such goals as illusive. This
material is provided for those who may seek to know and experience the Christ Consciousness and are puzzled
as to why they are having difficulty seeking or obtaining such an awareness or even question if they have
found it. Background The concept and the possibility of awakening the awareness of another within ourselves
was not something of interest or even considered as possible until the author stumbled into an awareness
called the Shams Consciousness. In this experience the author came to understanding it is possible to awaken
to the awareness of another. The topic, " Accessing the consciousness of another ," talks deeper to this issue
Although we do not realize it, we awaken to the awareness to that of another all the time. Whether that
awareness is about how to split the atom or how to have a certain type and kind of mystical experiences,
individuals have been trying to awaken to the awareness of others through out humanity. Within the creativity
perspective and the equivalency of energy consciousness , our inner world is reflected in the outer. This means
to truly awaken to the awareness of another, our life will become different. Our actions in some way will
become more in alignment with what the individual did who first awakened to the awareness we access. For
those situations where we have never experienced an individual or the awareness they may have possess, the
proof of whether or not we accessed the awareness they possessed is whether or not our life reflect the type
and kind of actions they performed. The issue is, "Does what we think the individual did truly reflective of
what they actually did or does what we think the individual did only a story or metaphoric and pedagogical
device? An example of this is reflected in setting an intention to become unconditional love as discussed in the
discussion topic, " A foolish thing " The intention was set was based on an understanding as to what the author
thought was unconditional love only to come to find out it was something entirely different than what was
expected. How and what you believe about what Christ is reported to have done is your choice and nothing is
said about it. Rather, you are free to find that out for yourself and to see if what you think and believe is
reflected in the truth of what is. What is discussed here is how one can go about accessing that awareness and
what one can expect to face from a creativity perspective if they so chose to awaken the Christ Consciousness
within themselves. An issue of the Mind of God Some would say that Christ was God here on Earth so it is
impossible for a human being to access the Christ Consciousness for that would be to access the Mind of God.
If we believe most of the worlds existing religious and spirit traditions, this would be in fact true. A human
mind cannot access the Mind of God. However, there is an alternative view to Creation and what it means to
be a human being. If we look at the implications of Creation Story for the Creativity Perspective , it is possible
to see how we each are an aspect of the Consciousness within, or behind, Creation and within each of us is the
whole of Creation and our awareness is holographic. That is, as a hologram, each piece contains the whole and
the larger the piece of the original hologram, the greater the clarity of the whole. Within this view, it is also
possible to see how we can access any aspect or all of Creation from within our nonconscious mind. To access
the awareness of any one aspect of Creation, in this case the Christ Consciousness, we simply need to shift our
focus of our attention and awareness to make certain aspects of our nonconscious mind conscious. Of course,
because our inner world is reflected in the outer , in changing our inner awareness we can expect our external
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world to become different. Whether or not you think this is possible all depends on what you think and
believe. The recommendations here is to do your own experience to see if what is said here is true. The
principle lesson learned from accessing Shams Consciousness The principle lesson learned from accessing
what is called the Shams Consciousness is the way we can create through strong held nonconscious intentions,
desires, feelings and the like, especially for finding answers to deeply held questions. Christ is reported to
have said, "Ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall find, knock and it will be open to you. Yet, many are
disappointed when they ask because they do not get that for which they ask or seek. Many metaphorically
knock at the door in the way they understanding knocking but do not get what they desire. Why does the door
not open when we knock? At a shallow level we would have to say Christ is incorrect or somehow inaccurate.
Individuals ask for a variety of things and experiences all the time but never get that for which they ask or
seek. But it has been observed in the exploration of our creativity , there is a truth to these words if 1 we
remained focused on that for which we ask and seek and 2 what we say we seek is fully consistent with what
we desire at the depth of our being and 3 we have a deep feeling for what we desire. Otherwise, in asking, we
will only create a separation within our being. What has been observed and only revealed itself in the
experiences around accessing the Shams Consciousness is that we will get that for which we ask and seek if
the above three conditions are met. One condition we need to meet is that we continually desire what we seek
and remained focused. That is, we never lost the desire and passion to obtain that for which we ask. It is to
hold a single point focus for what we desire to create. Exactly what holding a single point focus means is
discussed in the topic, " Never losing focus. The second condition is that which lies behind, or is motivating,
our request is consist with, and arises from, the depth of our being. This means that if we pull the string on the
request we make or on what we seek, we will find that we end up at the core of our being. We may go through
a long chain of questions asking, "Why this particular answer and not something else," for each and every
answer we get when we pull the string. But, in the end, the chain of question leads to something that lies at the
essence of who we are and what we truly desire to experience in life. Something that arises from the core of
our being is something that if unfulfilled leaves us feeling as though there is something missing to the life we
live. Whether it be something we need to do in and with our life or something we seek in life, if unfulfilled,
we experience an incompleteness in some way. The third condition is that of have a deep feeling for what we
desire. It needs to be remembered and understood that creative power lies in feelings. There needs to be a flow
of energy to create any experience. We experience the flow of energy as feelings and passion. Unless there is a
feeling at some level of our being that continually fuels our seeking, the energy will not be present to manifest
what we desire and seek. Often we ask or seek things with little passion. But there is a shallowness in what we
ask. That is there are no strong lasting feelings which go with what we desire and seek. A strong lasting
feeling causes us to never lose focus. It does not matter how much the external world causes us to become
distracted and our attention and awareness to be diverted. The feeling we have for what we seek continually
pushes us back to the journey to get what we seek. What many do not realize, much of what we desire and
want comes from our mind rather than our heart and the essence of or being. We no longer want what we first
wanted. This kind of desire and feeling is what gave rise to accessing the awareness which has been called the
Shams Consciousness. That is, there was the desire to know, "What could an individual possibly come to
understand about life, Creation, God or whatever, that an individual would be willing to give their life to share
it a single person? Although there was no conscious focus on creating it or accessing such an awareness, nor
was there the consideration it was even possible to know to know such an awareness, the desire to know
persisted. In the end, over time, such an awareness was accessed. When the programming changes or we have
new experiences that over ride past experiences, the desires we have change. We experience incompleteness or
lack of fulfillment in these desires being met. In fact, often when these desires are met, we feel unsatisfied.
However, something that arises from the core of our being is different. Seeking and fulfilling these desires
lead to an inner satisfaction that never runs dry no matter what is happening in our world. It has been observed
that when we seek or ask for something that arises from the core of our being, our request will be honored by
Creation. However, it is not something which we obtain based on the time table of our mind and its
expectations. Nor do we necessarily recognize we get that for which we asked for mind biases what we
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experience even the fulfillment of our own desires. Physical Creation is a place of growth and unfoldment. It
is about creating a seed condition or planting seeds and those seeds growing to bear fruit. When we make our
request and hold that request within our being, it will act as a seed. It will germinate and grow, bearing the
answer we seek in time. If our mind is unaware of the true request we ask, it will never realize we get that for
which we ask. It needs to be understood, mind only knows what it has experienced. If we do not really know
or understand that for which we ask or seek, we will not recognize it what we get it. The classic example of
this is an individual seeks what their mind sees as a mate or partner in life to find fulfillment in, and with, life.
But, they never realize what they seek actually lies within themselves and not an external partner. Unless they
find an inner satisfaction they will never find satisfaction in anything externally. Although the author can
provide a variety of examples of where this occurred routinely in his own life, it was only realized in
stumbling into the Shams Consciousness and understood in hindsight. Quite simply, most do not see the
reality of the words "Ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall find, knock and it will be open to you. Or,
we are unaware that our request is shallow and only a passing desire of mind such that we never hold the
necessary single point focus at the depth of our being and never lose focus to get what we seek. To use these
words of Christ in our life we need to learn to embrace our own inherent creativity and learn to trust the
creative process to deliver that for which we ask and seek. But we need to feel what we seek and ask for at the
depth of our being. The issue here is to realize mind only knows the past and we need to create what we do not
have. If our mind knew how to get it, we would already have it and would not be asking for it or seeking it. In
this regard, mind will be of limited value in getting what we seek. We need to learn to feel what we desire.
Here we need to learn to step out of mind and accessing the feeling for what we desire and hold an unwavering
single point focus for what we desire at the depth of our being acting on the intuitive guidance we receive for
how we move to manifest our desire. Calibrating our internal compass and learning to navigate from the heart
are the first steps in this process. Setting the intention to access and awaken the Christ Consciousness As
discussed in the topic, " Accessing the consciousness of another " to access and awaken the Christ
Consciousness within our being we will need to set an intention which will go into the depth of our being and
use the non localized aspects of our consciousness which lies within our nonconscious mind As such, trying to
set such an intention based on what mind wants will never achieve what we desire. We need to remember,
mind is the product of the experiences we have and what we think and believe.
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4: The Spiritual Practice to Achieving Christ Consciousness
Awakening Christ Consciousness is a suggested way as to how one can go about accessing and experiencing the
Christ Consciousness and what one may face from a creativity perspective if they chose to undertake such a journey.

Blessed is my soul to be thus an instrument of the Divine. The pen of thought writes on the dark page of ether
and makes the Spirit-Truth invisibly visible, and my fountain pen makes the unseen thoughts visible. So on
this page I am painting Godâ€”with ink, thoughts, and Self-realizationâ€”that all may behold His glory. As
Truth peeps through the window of thoughts and words, so God manifests through Christ Intelligence and
vibratory creation. When the beads of nations are not held together by the thread of universal perception of
Christ Consciousness, of Christ Peace, they fall apart, knocking and scattering on the rocks of selfishness. I
pray Christ be born in the cradle of a new international understanding; that out of the dark night of war, the
star of Christ Love may illumine a new United World. I pray Christ be born in all nations as love of unity, in
all men as spiritual ambition, in true friends as the Divine Friend, in students of this path as Self-realization,
and in all deep devotees as eternal, ever new Joy and perpetual Wisdom. Earth-bound possessions and glory
all fade away, but God-bound possessions hold through eternity, serving with supreme usefulness. Why
worship material comfort on the altar of change? Learn to adore spiritual comfort in the temple of
indestructibility. The best way to convert earthly accumulations into imperishable heavenly treasure is to use
them for spiritual service. Christ must be lived to be known. In all good actions, in every material and spiritual
service, and in the manger of meditation, the immortal Cosmic Christ is born anew. None can know about that
Christ by reading books on theology; one must feel his presence in the bower of deep meditation. In the cradle
of meditation-tuned thoughts, woven with tender twigs of devotion, behold the newborn Christ, lulled by the
cooing dove of inner peace. In these twenty centuries Christmas has been celebrated 1, timesâ€”yet how few
have realized the true significance of the birth of Jesus! Every year, God and the angels recognize this
occasion with celestial celebrations for the good of all. So let each one of you, by prior weeks of deep
meditation, prepare his consciousness to celebrate this coming Christmas. The arrival of the newborn Christ
Consciousness in the hamlet of your meditation will be indescribably fascinating, uplifting, and expanding to
your soul. At the foot of this inner Christmas tree lay all your material desires, to be presented once and
forever to the Christ Joy within you. Then, on awakening Christmas morn, Christ will draw near the
many-branched Christmas tree of your consciousness to receive your presents, and to give unto you his
imperishable gifts of Omnipresence, Omniscience, Divine Love, Cosmic Light, Ever-Wakefulness, and Ever
New Joy, bound with golden strings of eternity.
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5: What is Christ Consciousness?
According to the teaching's of Patanjali, Christ consciousness, or Samadhi, is the final step of the eight limbs of yoga. It
can be achieved through the other seven limbs, including meditation and complete withdrawal from the senses, which is
referred to as Pratyahara.

Christ Consciousness Transmission Special Announcement: We just announced three new events in December
where we will be offering opportunities to immerse yourself in Christ Consciousness Transmissions. In
addition to this transmission, these transformative gatherings include channeled nondual teachings from Jesus
for today, which are based on the universal truth behind and beyond all religions and not on any one religion.
Below is the first message Jesus gave in these meetings, where he introduced himself. Listen to a channeled
message from Jesus about these transmissions: What is Christ Consciousness? Christ Consciousness refers to
enlightenment or the realization of our oneness with all and our inherent divinity, exemplified by Jesus Christ.
Jesus lived what he taught, and taught from a higher consciousness, one free of ego. Jesus was an example of
what we all can be, a model of what is possible for every human being, and he said as much. His message was
that we, too, can be Christedâ€”enlightenedâ€”as he was, and many are living proof of this today. Many are
awakening to their true nature, and enlightenment is the culmination or endpoint of that process of awakening.
My wife, Gina Lake, has been channeling the words of Jesus for several years, and now he has asked Gina and
me to make ourselves available as instruments of his transmission. We are simply acting as an antenna for this
universal force. A Christ Consciousness Transmission CCT is an opportunity to experience a direct
transmission of love and to speed up your evolution and to break through to a new level of being. It will assist
you in embodying Christ Consciousness and being your best self: It is particularly intended for awakening and
can also clear and cleanse longstanding issues by working with the subconscious when doing so is in service
to awakening. In a CCT, you will receive whatever is in your highest good to receive at the time. What you
receive is not up to you and may never be known by you, although the results may be recognized over time.
Transmissions work subtly, and so people vary in their ability to perceive them. A transmission can have a
powerful effect without you feeling or seeing anything at all. What is important is your openness to receiving
the transmission, which is why before a transmission you are asked to state silently your openness,
willingness, and readiness to receive whatever is in your highest good. This opens the door to receiving, which
cannot be opened except by you. This is why a belief in the power of transmission is important: So, while
belief is not necessary to receive a transmission, a lack of belief can limit what you receive. The Ascended
Masters behind such transmissions cannot override your free will. The Christ force is but one name for the
universal force that I tapped into when I was alive and that you naturally answer to and step to when you are
aligned with your divine nature. Know that you are no less than me, no less good and no less powerful,
although you may have not realized this yet. This transmission will connect you with your original self, the
knowing of who you really are, and it will touch all who come in contact with it with such knowing. Nothing
short of a mass awakening on this planet is needed now. Follow the link below to arrange a mentoring session
and mention on the form that you would like to include a Christ Conciousness Transmission or CCT in your
session. Gina Lake and Nirmala are now offering online group sessions of Christ Consciousness
Transmissions every Sunday at These sessions are about an hour long and include a channeled message from
Jesus followed by a 20 minute transmission to activate awakening. These sessions are offered by donation, but
you are welcome to attend your first session for free by clicking on the Zoom link below. Please make your
donation before attending one of the sessions. How to Attend an Online Transmission: To attend a session,
follow this link on every Sunday at See this page for instructions to join by telephone. To sign up for a special
mailing list to receive reminders in your inbox, use the form on this page: Then something extraordinary
occurredâ€”I had mobility in my neck. I even slept like a baby, hardly any shoulder pain this morning. Thank
you for being the conduit for undeniable healing. This was a more direct experience of Christ than I recall
having before. During the session, I felt a deep soft love Since the session, I felt some big chunks of fear
release. This is a significant change, since I now see that I was responding from fear quite a lot before.
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Afterwards, I felt an expansiveness in my chest, like the shield that had been guarding my heart had fallen
away. For the next three days, it felt like my heart was being healed and repaired. Old hurt, anger and fear
seemed to drop away. In its place there was a gentleness, softness, and sweetness filling my heart. I am in awe
of the affect this had on the relationships in my life. My husband and children began to mirror back to me my
own state of love, patience, and kindness. For at least a few moments, I just felt indescribably good, better
than I can recall feeling for many years, if ever. It will take me a while to fully process the experience. My
skeptical, analytical, left-brain dominated mind is intensely curious as to what the hell just happened, if you
will pardon the expression! It was so beneficial and still is. I felt a little bit drunk afterwards. I see that anger
no longer has the impact that it had before. I am much calmer. I am feeling the benefit of the transmission
even now. I am so thankful! It was incredibly beautiful and I am feeling my connection to Jesus renewing in a
way that is deeply touching my heart. I will be on the Sunday weekly group sessions as long as you have
them. I cried the whole time. I think your Heart just exploded, so much Peace and Love. It is that I now trust
without thinking what I have trusted from a conceptual vantage point for years. He shows up right in front of
me and shows me things or tells me things. It has changed me profoundly, and I am very grateful. Now that I
have that frequency instilled in my being, I am able to remember it and call upon it throughout my day. It is
also very healing for me to hear the message of Jesus coming through your female voice and body. On
November 12th, I experienced my first powerful Christ Consciousness transmission from Nirmala and Gina
and a wonderful channeling through Gina. The transmission was like the best meditation ever. What I received
was dramatic and life-changing. I find that although I react to things that happen during the day, it is with a
certain distance, like an amused observation of myself. I try to stop and remember Jesus during the day, and
recapture that calm joy when needed. I felt the sensations that I am familiar with when connected with Spirit:
After the transmission, I sat for some time watching the flames in the wood-burning stove, in a place of
quiet-mindedness, peace, and spaciousness. I had been in a dark place the previous week, of grief and
perceived aloneness and loss, and since the transmission, that distressing sensation is gone. I will join you
again. Like a birthing experience, perhaps. Thank you for such a beautiful experience. I recommend you
sample what they offer, and when ready, breathe and receive. I attended the first session in the most emotional
pain I had ever experienced. My heart literally hurt. Long story short, I was willing to receive any healing this
group of ascended beings had to offer. And I was healed, and I still am in grateful awe that this is true for me.
The pain in my heart was taken from me. I have been back every week since and plan to keep attending. It is
the most important thing in my life. So much energy and consciousness moved for me. I felt so much got done
in such a short period of time. It took me effortlessly to a very deep meditative place and sense of unity
consciousness. I could feel everyone on the call connecting, becoming one, and receiving so much healing and
help. I have received helpful messages during meditation that bring additional clarity. What is most important
is that now I ask Jesus for help many times a day, and I know He is helping me. During the worse storms,
there is a knowing that I am never alone. I know this will change my life. I am so grateful for the CCT. My
limbs are heavy and become unusable, as I relax and receive. Being open to receive really is key.
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6: Christ Consciousness | Edgar Cayce Readings | Edgar Cayce's A.R.E. | Edgar Cayce's A.R.E.
Christ consciousness is simply a concept that brings together the complex relationship between spirit and matter. God
created the universe through polarity, or positive and negative charges. Think of hydrogen.

What is Christ Consciousness? Some use it to mean the same as an ascended being, such as an ascended
master or such as us after Ascension. The galactics often use it in this context. Since the Fifth Dimension is the
same as the Mental Plane on the spirit planes, it follows that it would also mean the state of consciousness
attained by those who reach the Mental Planes. But those who are in the Mental Planes rarely refer to
themselves as having Christ Consciousness, which has often caused me to ponder this particular usage. See
New Maps of Heaven. At this state of enlightenment, the spiritual heart or hridayam opens but shuts again and
the state of samadhi therefore is not permanent. Others associate it with sahaja nirvikalpa samadhi, which is a
more advanced state of enlightenment, visible in Ramana Maharshi and I believe Adyashanti. At sahaja, the
spiritual heart opens and does not shut again. This is the level of mukti or liberation, not Brahmajnana. A few
reserve it to mean an avatar or a descent of God into form. But if this were the case it could not be used for
very many people and certainly would not apply to us, who are ascenders, and not descenders. See the
chapters on the Mental Planes. You must also strive to establish emotional harmony and serenity within the
illusionary world of the fourth dimension as you seek wisdom and endeavor to become acclimated to the
mental plane of the lower fifth dimension. The Spiritual Espousals and Other Works. Paulist Press, , I give
you my divine authority to do so. I will guide you. I will help you. But I entrust this to you as well. That
gateway is open and you are being flooded and you are being assisted and you will be assisted every step of
the way.
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7: Christ Consciousness Transmission
Higher consciousness is the consciousness of a higher Self, transcendental reality, or God. It is "the part of the human
being that is capable of transcending animal instincts".

The Pythagoreans used it as a symbol to recognize one another. Story from During that year, there were many
attacks of suicide bombers in a certain area of Jerusalem. One day I received a phone call from a guy from
Norway who told me that he saw my work and had to give me information regarding this specific pendant.
Though I was sceptic, I found myself a week later with a group of people from all around the world
conducting a ceremony and a prayer for peace. After the ceremony, I gave each one of them one of the 30
pendants I brought with me. The next day the attacks stopped. I never saw this person again and till this day I
wonder if all of you out there wearing this symbol are not part of something much bigger on a cosmic level
Shipping and Handling All items are shipped from Israel It takes a few days for David to complete the order
Shipping options: If you have a specific due date - please notify us! We will do our best to deliver on time. We
give the refund after the items arrive back to us. Please contact us before you ship it back to get shipping
instructions. The institute verifies that the silver is sterling silver and that the gold is 14K or 18K as required.
Lifetime repair Guarantee for breakage If one of our items ever breaks in the course of normal wear, David
will repair or replace it, free. Lost shipping Guarantee We cover any lost shipping cost and will send your
order again. Ring size fix If you ordered a ring and the size does not fit, you can ship it back to us and David
will resize it for free. Follow these simple steps to keep your jewelry looking its best: Always store jewelry
separately; in a box or in an anti-tarnish pouch. Always remove jewelry before swimming, bathing, doing
household chores, or using abrasive cleaners. Apply beauty products such as perfume, hair-spray or deodorant
before wearing jewelry as certain chemicals in these products may damage the finish. What Do I Get? Each of
our items are sold in a decorative package embossed with our original symbol, a string for the pendant and a
paper scroll explaining the jewel meaning and authenticity. This page in other languages.
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8: Jesus & Christ Consciousness - A very Special Messenger
Christ Consciousness is the growing human recognition and blending of the human evolutionary (or ego) mind with the
Divine Mind and the Divine Personal ï»¿ ity that is the source of human happiness and fulfillment. This awareness
accrues over time within the consciousness of human thinking when intention, attention, and openness is focused on.

Although it may not be so easy to attain, it can and should be seen as something practical. Many websites
make it seem so spiritual that it becomes no earthly good, and therefore, Christians wash their hands of it. At
the very least they look into it for the sake of curiosity, but once they dig in, it seems too otherworldly to give
it a second thought. The New Age movement has been guilty of this. While a lot of New Age material
contains some powerful truths, it can be confusing to the novice who is questioning the roots of orthodox
Christianity in hopes for a greater understanding of God. A lot of New Age termsâ€”like Christ
consciousnessâ€”seem so foreign to the traditional Christian mindset that it sends them into a state of
agitation. Semantics can have a very negative impact. Christ consciousness is simply a concept that brings
together the complex relationship between spirit and matter. God created the universe through polarity, or
positive and negative charges. It is the most basic and fundamental element in the visible universe. It is the
primordial substance from which all other atoms emerge. It consists of a positively charged proton and one
negatively charged electron. After the big bang, helium was formed through the process of fusion. From the
further fusion of hydrogen and helium in the core of stars, all the other elements of the periodic table can be
produced. This is how galaxies, solar systems, and even planets formedâ€”all made possible through the
inherent qualities of one tiny atom. In ancient times philosophers thought of polarity in terms of male and
female. This was brilliant, because not only did creation happen through the existence of polarity, but
procreation happens through the copulation of male and female. Combine the two concepts and you could say
creation is the result of a love affair between divine masculine and feminine principles. The writers of the
Bible and other religious texts have always conceptualized creation in this way. It amazes me that so many
Christians refuse to realize this esoteric teaching in Genesis. God himself is both male and female: Remember,
the above verse is speaking esoterically. In other words, God existence is comprised of both consciousness and
matter. Consciousness is the male aspect and matter is the female aspect of God. Consciousness impregnated
matter to experience existence! And this is why you are a limited expression of the ONE God. Pure spirit
needs a body or vessel to express itself through. Essentially, you are a microcosm of God the macrocosm
because you are made up of both consciousness spirit and matter flesh , both male and female. Notice how
Genesis 5: Symbolically, she is the memory imprint of all that God has experienced. This aspect of God is also
a part of your higher self, which you have access to through the development of Christ consciousness.
Existence is God and God is existence. You do the math: All other atoms come from this one primordial atom.
Just like the many different elements in the periodic table are the many different expressions of the polarity in
hydrogen, so is our existence one of the many different conscious expressions of the one Spirit, God. Anybody
wanting to learn more about this simple truth can study it through Kabbalah and Theosophy. Once you get
past the complicated lingo, the concept is quite beautiful. Brief review of creation in Genesis As creation
unfolded, primordial consciousness went from experiencing hydrogen to eventually man. This entire process
is unfolded in Genesis. In the beginning the earth matter was without form and void. And the spirit of God
consciousness hovered over the waters expanse of nothingness and light came forth. This light represents the
impregnation of consciousness into the void of matter to bring forth the creation. Did you know that light is
mysteriously both a particle of matter and a wave?! And God is light! He is both spirit and matter. The light
that we see with the physical eye is but a limited expression of the ultimate light spirit and matter of which
God is. As the creation continues in Genesis, man is the last person created on day six. Have you ever
wondered why man is last, before the final seventh day of completion and rest? Let me remind you again of
the great mystic and Sufi, Ibn al Arabi: Through Christ Christ consciousness , we must now enter into that
seventh day rest of completion with God. This brings us to our next topic. Hopefully you have read my last
three articles explaining how the tabernacles and temples of God represent the human body, specifically the
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brain. Many of my readers are familiar with Bill Donahue at Hiddenmeanings. But Bill unveils the Biblical
passage that shows without a doubt that the third ventricle of the brain is the holy of holies in all the Biblical
temples. The winding stairs the serpentine DNA motion up the spine and the third speaks of the third ventricle
of the brain. It possesses a roof, a floor and four walls: The roof is formed by the tela choroidea. More on this
in a moment. More on this also in a moment also. The symbolism of the veil in scripture The crucifixion and
subsequent renting of the veil in the temple is an allegory for something that happens inside your brain. This
makes the spirituality of Jesus and the cross practical. Think of the cross itself. This is an ancient symbol for
how consciousness inhabits the physical plane. Literally, the cross symbolizes consciousness being crucified
in matter. In other words, the veil represents the separation of our limited I-ness from cosmic awareness. This
process is part of the raising of kundalini from the solar plexus to the third ventricle of the brain where a union
takes place between the polarity of your pineal and pituitary glands. At the beginning of this article we
discussed the positive and negative forces within creation. We also discussed how these polarities are in our
bodies since we are both male and female. The pineal and pituitary glands are one aspect of the masculine and
feminine energies within us. The process of Enlightenment, then, is about uniting the polarities within us so
that the mind can become whole again. This happens with the renting of the veil. It is referred twice in the
Bibleâ€”Jesus calls it the single eye, and Jacob called it Peniel. It is interesting that Jesus associates the single
eye with light, because the pineal gland closely resembles the eye and is stimulated by light. Esoteric literature
affiliates this gland with higher consciousness, divine knowledge, and intuition. I also believe this is the
gateway through which our limited consciousness merges with the subconscious and meta-conscious, enabling
us to access higher knowledge. It is the divine feminine aspect of polarity, and relates to the higher self and
expanded consciousness. It is also connected with the seventh chakra, or crown chakra. Recent research is
associating the pineal with biochemical and electromagnetic properties that encourage good health, but also
enable enlightenment. Biochemically, the pineal gland regulates the use of tryptophan, an amino acid, to
produce hormones that regulate sleep, appetite, emotions, circadian rhythms, body temperature, consciousness,
and mystical and psychic experiences. Perhaps the pineal gland is related to our subconscious and
meta-conscious selves? This is also related to the sixth chakra and our ego through emotions and thought.
According to the same author referenced above: Science has discovered a cluster of magnetite crystals near the
pituitary in humans, which suggests that the pituitary explains our sensitivity to magnetic fields. But somehow
ancient mystics did. How, we might ask? Because once these mystics attained Enlightenment, they had access
to the higher knowledge detailing the purpose and function of all the bodily organs. For those of you
wondering if there really is any Biblical support for this, remember that Moses raised the brazen serpent in the
wilderness and all the people who looked upon it were healed. We already know that the pituitary and pineal
glands contain magnetic and electromagnetic properties. It makes sense then that kundalini could cause the
pineal and pituitary glands to vibrate in sort of a synchronized union, opening the third eye and illuminating
the consciousness of the individual. Could all this be the true meaning of the veil that is rent? Thanks to Bill,
we already discussed how the arachnoid in the brain is the veil in the temple. This was a brilliant assessment
because the pineal gland is surrounded by pia mater, and the pituitary gland is surrounded by a thin layer of
folded dura mater. To be more specific, the pituitary gland connects with dura mater on the anterior side of the
third ventricle, and the pineal gland is connected with pia matter in the posterior end of the third ventricle.
Since the arachnoid is the web or curtain in the brain that separates the dura and pia matter, we can say that it
is a sort of veil separating the two glands as well. The vibrating of these two glands in unison represents the
renting of the veil between the holy place conscious self and the holy of holies access to meta-consciousness.
What can we conclude from all this? Not only do they have a lot in common with science, but biology as well.
Maybe modern and science will soon learn what the mystics already knew thousands of years ago. In my next
post we are going to look more at the right and left hemispheres of the brain.
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9: Christ Consciousness for the Christian
A revolutionary "Living Light Language" for creating fifth dimensional realities for the New World paradigm, activating
your Christ diamond light body and raising Christ Consciousness for Ascension and Mastery of the space-time
continuum.

People pray to many deities for worship for assistance in their trials on Earth to be a being with Christ or one
with Christ Consciousness on to their desire to be with Oneness with Source. A number of people are
awakened and they cast out false beliefs, religion, political leaders, government, monetary control and
controlling dark Illuminati. Unluckily, at PH Pacific Islands we are M blind sleeping followers of Rome
contributing to the coffers of Vatican who has in its vaults wealth that could feed the whole island and lift us
out of deception as poverty feeds on lies. Helping us is out of the question. The Cabal-Illuminati-Knight
Templars group are now open for scrutiny, are and in the process to be thrown out to lifeless dark space by
Source Energy, as the Consciousness of Christ with Observers are reaching us, assisting us awaken. These
countries have their own inventors-innovators using free ether-photon energy as free fuel, hidden. An inventor
patented 33 related energy solutions in US but bought and scrapped similar to other inventors everywhere
whose fate are unknown. These humans lost their lives to lift men from slavery all in vain, unappreciated as
we are blind and poisoned on their ordeals. We never cared make their contributions happen. They suck our
energy at the 4th vibrational frequency, invisible and living below the surface of earth. They feed at night on
us while we sleep as they are cut off from Source light energy. Remember a morning when you wake up very
tired and exhausted. It is likened to a drug curing a disease, create another disease. We experience and seen
them on friends happen. Those with cardiovascular and hypertension problems take these maintenance drugs
that programmed our life span, keep us alive while they feed on us, a life giving life to darkness. Source
Energy put a stop to this horrible acts and has sent his pure white magnetic crystalline light rays to heal and
cleanse Earth and humanity. Earth and humanity has fallen to the very dense part of the third dimension and
we will see what will unfold the moment we are aware and learn how to absorb incoming pure light with
assistance from Christ Consciousness, the Observers and the Avatars. With that deep background and
situational piece, what then in reality is the meaning of Christ Consciousness? This last decade, aware humans
not in PH no longer rely on compilation of archaic biblical books introduced by the Romans, Emperor
Constantine on AD, Nicea Council of bishops and deacons at Bosporus Straits- Mediterranean to control the
growing unrest from Christ Consciousness and introduced pagan and elite child sacrifice practices in cathedral
or church rituals. Indoctrination and publicized book is written by his aides and palace writers using copying
lives of St. John, Apollonius of Tyanna and Yeshua bin Joseph in one persona. Thru false education,
government and religion, we erroneously understood we, the volunteers rule the earth, even human beings and
learned dark secrets of colonization-desecration of our living earth, destroying humans in the process. We are
One and we do not rule the world. The universe is host to similar human and earth creations, all part of
experience of All That Is. We are never alone in the universe, in fact billions like us evolve and are part of
One. Our conquerors came from other worlds and star systems, extra-terrestrials ET controlling us for million
years similar to the Romans conquering half of the world for years, sword and cross or government and
religion, combined for control. Christ consciousness is the highest state of emotional and spiritual
development and being intellectual is no longer part of it. Intellect is for 3d life. Reality tells us that everything
is in our cell. Christ consciousness is a state of awareness of being an extension of Source, awareness that
allows you to access to information and wisdom within yourself. The words deities, idolatries, Gods or
sacrifices are all Illuminati creations making conquerors, ETs our worshiped Gods. Be aware, analyze, learn
that everything, information you need to know is within yourself, in each cell of your body. Knowing makes
you realize our contract here is to raise to higher consciousness earth and humanity. Thru persistence, stillness
and deep meditation, go within, reach for the Consciousness of Christ. Ascendants did it, you can with
dedication and unconditional love for Source to flow into your hearts and connect you to the divine mind.
Become a contributor by e-mailing us at Newearth In5d. Subscribe to In5d to get the latest news in your
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e-mail inbox.
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